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THE PRESIDENT’S EDITORIAL
By Esben Sverdrup-Jensen

Dear reader,

In its work program for 2022, we in EAPO committed to more actively communicate on our work
and our contribution to the implementation and strengthening of the EU Common Fisheries Policy.
This brief folder illustrates how we are organized, how we work and highlights some of the key issues the EAPO community is working on.
In the past few years, the EU fishing fleet has been faced with extreme challenges – massive quota
losses as a consequences of BREXIT, collapsed markets during the COVID-19 pandemic and lately
sky high fuels prices linked to the tragic conflict in Ukraine. For most companies, skippers and crews
the recent challenges have strained their ability to continue operations and for many the economic
challenges have become insurmountable. Many of our more than 16.000 member vessels across
Europe are lying idle in ports, for sale or waiting for national cessation schemes to allow them to
leave the fishing sector. With better management, timely aid, better science and stronger political
will, many of these tragedies could have been avoided.
EAPO is committed to ensuring that for those who overcome the current crisis there is hope and a
sustainable future ahead. Faced with the effects of rapid climate change and the demand for green
transition both the fishing communities and the ecosystems that support the sector are under
pressure. On the following pages you can read about how EAPO works with the current fuel crisis,
maritime spatial planning and the protection of vulnerable marine ecosystems. These are just a
few examples of how we work and how we try to pave the way for future generations of European
fishers.
The demand for sustainable European seafood is growing, fish products are healthy and provide an
affordable and climate friendly source of proteins and spectacular culinary adventures.
The future for the oceans, the fishing community and for seafood has great potential if we do things
right – lets continue to work together and to make the most of it.
Enjoy reading,
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MEMBERS LIST
BELGIUM

IRELAND

•

•
•
•

Rederscentrale

Irish Fish PO
Irish South & West Fish PO Ltd.
Killybegs Fishermens’ Association Ltd.

DENMARK

NETHERLANDS

•
•

•
•
•

Danmarks Pelagiske PO
Danmarks Fiskeriforening PO

PO Urk
Nederlandse Vissersbond
Redersvereniging

FRANCE

POLAND

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

ANOP
COBRENORD
FEDOPA
FROM NORD
FROM SUD OUEST
Les Pêcheurs de Bretagne
Organisation des Pêcheurs
Normands
Pecheurs d’Aquitaine

North Atlantic PO
Organizacja Producentów
Ryb BAŁTYK.
Pomorska Organizacja
producentow - Arka SP. Z.O.O.

•

SPAIN
•
•

OPPF-4
Puerto de Celeiro S.A. OPP - 77

GERMANY
•
•
•

Erzeugergemeinschaft der Deutschen
Krabbenfischer GmbH
Erzeugergemeinschaft der Nord- und
Ostseefischer GmbH
Seefrostvertrieb GmbH

SWEDEN
•
•

Sveriges Fiskares PO
Swedish Pelagic Federation

KEY FIGURES
Total Landings for all EAPO : 		
Total Turnover for all EAPO : 		
Total number of Vessels:

2,436,000
3,139,000,000 €
16,612
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WORKING GROUPS OF EAPO

BALTIC SEA WORKING GROUP
The scope of work of the EAPO Baltic Sea Working Group is strictly related to the scope of the Baltic
Sea Advisory Council and other regional Baltic Sea fisheries management and environment related organizations. As the BSAC provides majority / minority position from the industry as from the NGOs
as well as, the BSWG is the exclusive place where only the industry’s position is provided.
In year 2022, upon issuing the ICES advice for Fishing opportunities for 2023 the BSWG has met to
exchange views and comments following the BSAC recommendation and the EC proposal. Quality
and scope of this year advice shows that in the second year of operations of this WG its Members
get more involved and provide valuable extended merit input to the work.
For the year to come, as EAPO’s communication is to become more active, the BSWG wishes to follow this lead and be more active on topics central to the Baltic Sea such as the Management Plan and
environmental approach. The Group sees also the need to focus its effort on preparing the recommendation for improving the management tools such as the existing Multiannual Plans, develop the
use of new fishing gear and work towards integrating the latest research
The Baltic Sea Working Group Chair is Jaroslaw Zielinski and for this year, the Working Group met
online, once upon carrying the online written consultations first.

MARKETS WORKING GROUP
The Market Working Group’s objective is to follow the Market Advisory Council very closely and
organize meetings prior to each MAC meetings to prepare a common PO proposal. Over the last year,
the main issues the MWG has worked on were Covid and Ukraine war market consequences.
With the recent changes regarding PMP fundings, the MWG has worked on updating the Production
and Marketing Plans guidelines document, and on highlighting the role of POs in implementing the
CFP and the CMO. The MWG was also a place where we insisted on the importance of transnational POs. The MWG has answered questionnaires sent by the commission on the CMO, the CFP, the
Sustainable Food Systems Initiative and the Empowering the consumer for green transition initiative.
For next year, the MWG will continue to follow the work of the MAC closely on the farm to fork
strategy through the different initiatives published by the commission. A key issue for the MWG is the
marketing standards revision, which was supposed to happen this year has been delayed and will be a
key working item for the year to come, the goal being to incorporate sustainability criteria. In addition,
during the next year MWG will work on number to topics such as the market effects of the Ukraine war, the CMO report from the Commission, trade measures and sustainability aspects including
PEFCR.
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The Market Working Group held 3 meetings on the last year, the Chairman of this working group is
Sean O’Donoghue.

WORKING GROUPS OF EAPO

NORTHERN PELAGIC WORKING GROUP
The Northern Pelagic Working Group has been created to coordinate the relevant EAPO members’
position with regard to pelagic fisheries management, including fishing opportunities, in the Northeast
Atlantic Ocean. As such, working group conclusions also feed into the work of the Pelagic Advisory
Council and the Long Distance Advisory Council. In addition, the working group is used to coordinate
some scientific research carried out by its members.
In 2021-2022, the NPWG published 4 position papers on pelagic stocks, all in relation to (the increasing pressure on) Northeast Atlantic fish stocks and the negotiations between the Coastal States:
•
•
•
•

Position paper on Coastal States mackerel distribution report and consultations
Press release on the Faroe Islands-Russia blue whiting arrangement
Joint EAPO-NPWG/Europêche Press Release on FO/NO 2022 mackerel quotas
Position paper on fishing opportunities for 2023

In 2022-2023, the absence of sharing arrangements between the Coastal States remains a specific
point of concern, with some Coastal States arguing for a zonal attachment approach. The NPWG will
continue to seek cooperation with the Commission and other stakeholders with the aim of taking the
right actions in response to Coastal States engaging in unsustainable practices.
The NPWG’s chairman is Tim Heddema and the NPWG had 3 formal working group meetings planned this year.
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WORKING GROUPS OF EAPO

NORTH SEA WORKING GROUP
The North Sea Working Group works on preparing common positions for POs in the North Sea
Advisory Council. But in the aftermaths of Brexit, Coastal states have become very important for the
NSAC, as the UK, the Faroe and Norway all fish in the North Sea. Technical measures must be discussed between all coastal states, it is quite complicated to navigate between all the existing bodies.
For the year to come, the NSWG will continue to follow closely the work of the NSAC: give advice
on how it should be included between all the discussions and all the coastal states. And as all the
different working group, the NSWG will be more active on broader topics, with the helping hand of
the policy officer.
The chairman of the NSWG is Michael Andersen, and no meeting were organized this year for the
North Sea Working Group.

NORTH WESTERN WATERS WORKING GROUP
Throughout the past year, the Members of the NWW WG went on working on their
traditional issues, by strictly following and participating to NWW AC and NWW MSG work.
Of course, Brexit had a great impact regarding the schedule and the way to organize the delivery of
our advice, specifically regarding fishing opportunities. But after a short transition, a new organization
has been found both for EAPO and the NWW AC which should allow us to be more influent.
Beyond fishing opportunities, Technical Measures in the Celtic Sea in relation to the Cod VII situation
was dealt, based on a recent STECF report. This work allowed the adoption of 1/ a specific request to
ICES, regarding the impact of the warming of the Celtic Sea on the Cod biology and 2/ a NWW AC
advice adopted late July regarding technical measures.
Even though not specific to NWW, Members of EAPO NWW WG were highly mobilized
following the VME closures proposal by the European Commission.
Obviously, many more issues were dealt by the EAPO NWW WG Members, and as a global perspective, nonimportant thematic have been left aside. Though perfectible in the future, and beneficiating
from the support of our Policy Officer, all this work can only be made more effective. This pretty good
performance would never have been possible without the
personal involvement of our members, who clearly deserve to be thanked!
The NWWWG chairman is Jean-Marie Robert, and there were no meetings organized by the
NWWWG this year.
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WORKING GROUPS OF EAPO

SOUTH WESTERN WATERS WORKING GROUP
The South Western Waters Working group is closely following the works of the South Western Waters Advisory council. For this year, the important topics relating to this working group were the sole
of the Bay of Biscay, whose recruitment drops dangerously which has a strong impact on the fishing
opportunities. A letter asking the European Commission and the ICES for a benchmark for the Sole in
the Bay of Biscay have been draft by members. It is necessary to update the reference points according to the evolution of the biological parameters and environmental factors over the last decade.
For the year to come, the SWWWG will be working on giving advice about the management of the
most important specific resources of the south west waters like sole, hake, (Mediterranean) horse
mackerel, yellow fin tuna and albacore. The main topics will be: annual fishing opportunities, multi-annual management plan, ecosystemic approach, operational monitoring of landing obligation and
accidental bycatches (dolphins).
The SWWWG had no formal meetings in 2022, the chairman is David Milly.
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NEWS

State Aid Mechanisms
Since the beginning of the year,
Fuel prices have been going up
jeopardizing European fishing fleet’s profitability. The raising costs
trend has been accentuated by
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The
European Commission, seeing the
impacts on European Fisheries,
has, on 23 March 2022, adopted
a Temporary Crisis Framework to
enable Member States to use the
flexibility foreseen under State
aid rules to give direct aid to fishing companies. At first, the ceiling was of €35,000, but on July
20th, it was increased to €75,000.
At the same time, the Commission amended the EMFF regulati-
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on to allow remaining funds to be
used for foregone costs. A total of
3 mechanisms were put in place
to aid fishing vessels, article 26 of
EMFAF completes the two first.
Since the approval of these regulations, EAPO has organized
meetings between EAPO members and Europêche members
to share the implementation
state of each Member State as
well as conditions and amounts
given by each Member State.

NEWS

Maritime Spatial Planning
Maritime Spatial Planning is one of the key
issues faced by fishermen all over Europe. From one of the main users of Maritime Space, Fishermen have become one of
the users. To allow for an equal distribution
of space between all activities, the EU has
published the Maritime Spatial Planning
Directive, putting all activities on an equal
footing and asking Member States to draft
Maritime Spatial plans. Among the most space intensive activities, we can find offshore Windfarms and Marine Protected Areas:
Through the European Green deal, the
EU has prioritized developing renewable
energies throughout Europe to reduce its
carbon emissions. Earlier this year, with
the REPowerEU plan, EU has increased

the objective to limit EU’s dependency
to
gaz.
With the recent EU biodiversity strategy for 2030, the European Union has
put a clear priority toward reaching 30
% of MPAs across the European EEZ,
10 % of which must be highly protected.
Both these activities are highly prioritized by
the EU, the action plan to be published later this
year will quicken the implementation of MPAs.
Finally, Climate change is the last pressure
put on Maritime Space, with important disruptions to come to fish population distribution over the next few years. It is important for fishing activities to keep large areas
available to mitigate the impact to come.
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NEWS

Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems
On the 7th of February
2022 ICES published a list of coordinates corresponding to areas
where Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems were to occur or were likely to occur. Following this advice,
the commission sent a draft of the
implementation of the Deep-sea
Access Regulation to the Council
to prepare for the implementation.
Following the publication of the
draft, EAPO sent a letter to Ms.
Vitcheva on the topic, to high-
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light the lack of consultation since ICES’s advice publication, and
on the important impacts this
regulation could have on already heavily impacted fishing vessels. The Commission organized a
consultation with ICES to prepare the revision of this implementation planned for 2024, EAPO
participated in this consultation.
mitigate the impact to come.

CALENDAR

NOVEMBER 2021
01-11-21

EAPO press release: Annual General Meeting

15-11-21

EU DAG TCA - Agriculture Group

16-11-21

SPS Market Access Working Group

17-11-21

President Secretariat visit

18-11-21

EAPO feedback on the EU Green Deal- Revision of the Energy Taxation Directive

23-11-21

EU DAG TCA - Industry Group

24-11-21

Executive Committee

25-11-21

EU DAG TCA

DECEMBER 2021
09-12-21

EAPO position paper to the EU Member State Fisheries Ministers on the Fishing OpportunitieS

13-12-21

AliénorEU

13-12-21

Executive Committee

14-12-21

EU code of conduct on responsible food business and marketing practices

JANUARY 2022
19-01-22

Meeting Commissioner Sinkevicius

21-01-22

Markets WG

24-01-22

Executive Committee

25 & 26-01-22

MAC-meetings

26-01-22

EP Large Scale Fisheries Seminar

FEBRUARY 2022
04-02-22

Interviews candidates Policy Officer

04-02-22

EU DAG TCA

04-02-22

MAC CMO Review

15-02-22

DG ENVI PEFCR Training

28-02-22

EBCD meeting
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CALENDAR

MARCH 2022
01-03-22

NPWG

04-03-22

Executive Committee/ workshop: EAPO position papers

10-03-22

Joint EAPO- Europêche letter to Commissioner Sinkevicius on the sharp increase of energy costs caused by the

		

Russo-Ukrainian conflict

14-03-22

Meeting with the Commissioner on fuel prices

15-03-22

Joint EAPO-Europêche press release on the commodity prices crisis

15-03-22

Joint letter by the European fishing sector on the energy crisis

15-03-22

EAPO-response: DG ENVI online public consultation on biobased, biodegradable and compostable plastics

16-03-22

EAPO-NPWG position paper on Coastal States mackerel distribution report and consultations

17-03-22

EP Public Hearing on the Common Fisheries Policy

28-03-22

EAPO-EBCD meeting

28-03-22

Markets WG

28 & 29-03-22

MAC-meetings

29-03-22

EU code of conduct on responsible food business and marketing practices

APRIL 2022
01-04-22

Meeting with Commissioner Sinkevicius

01-04-22

Joint EAPO-Europêche press release: EU fishing sector welcomes European Commission urgent measures to

		

secure fish operations

06-04-22

Executive Committee

07-04-22

SPS Market Access WG

14-04-22

Webinar CCTV in Fisheries

22-04-22

EFARO webinar: facing change

26-04-22

EUMOFA Talk - A market in the post COVID-19 world

27-04-22

EAPO-NPWG press release on the Faroe Islands-Russia blue whiting arrangement

29-04-22

EU Code of Conduct on Responsible Food Business and Marketing Practices: EAPO Annual report 2022

MAY 2022
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06-05-22

Executive Committee

06-05-22

EAPO-letter to Mr. Sadauskas, Deputy Director-General for Maritime Affaires and Fisheries

10-05-22

EU DAG TCA

16-05-22

Marine Strategy coordination group (MSFD)

16-05-22

Markets WG

17-05-22

Civil Society Dialogue meeting in preparation of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference

23 & 24-05-22

MAC-meetings

CALENDAR

JUNE 2022
02-06-22

Introduction meeting Policy Officer

03-06-22

ANOP meeting - Admin Policy Officer

09-06-22

Members Meeting

10-06-22

EC stakeholder event on the Common Fisheries Policy

14-06-22

Member States Expert Group on MSP

15-06-22

EAPO Press Release: CFP Stakeholder event

22-06-22

MIACO

23-06-22

Joint EAPO-NPWG/Europêche Press Release on FO/NO 2022 mackerel quotas

27-06-22

EAPO position paper on deep sea fishing VMEs

27-06-22

EBFA: Meeting with the Commission on the deep sea access regulation

JULY 2022
01-07-22

NPWG & NPWG-DG MARE meeting

01-07-22

Commission workshop: smart Specialisation for Sustainable Blue Economy Brokerage Event, Fishery

01-07-22

Executive Committee

07-07-22

EAPO Press release on EMFF crisis mechanisms

07-07-22

MAC-meetings

08-07-22

Joint Bureau EAPO-Europêche

11-07-22

NPWG

11-07-22

Fishing sector response to joint statement by Wholesalers, Retailers and NGOs on Seafood Traceability

13-07-22

Joint EAPO-Europêche Meeting on the implementation of Member States Compensation measures.

13-07-22

EP event: virtual reality simulator for maritime emergencies

14-07-22

MSEG on MSP

22-07-22

EBFA: Preparatory meeting on the deep sea access regulation

29-07-22

Meeting on Technology Fish X

AUGUST & SEPTEMBER 2022
25-08-22

Executive Committee

08-09-22

Executive Committee

09-09-22

General Assembly
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